
EXPERIENCESKILLS

Affinity Diagrams
Competitive Analysis
Concept Testing
Information Architecture
Jobs To Be Done
Prototyping
Surveys
Site Maps/App Maps
Usability Testing
User Interviews
User Personas
User Flows
Wireframing

University of Iowa
BBA, Marketing
2000-2004

Heuristic Evaluations
Logo Design
Mobile Design
Responsive Design
Style Tiles
Web Design

UI

UX

TOOLS
2016

2018-Present

2017-2018

UX Designer - DESIGNATION

Senior UX Designer - Solstice

UX/UI Designer - Discovery, Inc.

Chicago, IL

Chicago, IL

Knoxville, TN

Designed mobile and web apps using the design thinking process and Google’s 
design sprint methodology for startup clients. We applied UX solutions including:

UX design consultant for mobile and web applications in the FinTech and AgTech 
industries. Utilize design thinking methodology for our clients and:

Designed enterprise software within an agile environment to ensure timely 
delivery of content produced by Discovery Channel, Food Network, HGTV, etc. to 
our partners like Hulu, iTunes, Comcast and DirectTV. Conducted user research, 
built prototypes for conceptual testing and produced high-fidelity UI design for 
our applications. Collaborated with five teams of developers as well as led the 
front-end development team. Presented designs regularly to client and business.

Design & Operations Manager - Novovino Wine Co.
Redesigned and managed the company's website, logo, business cards and 
marketing materials. Managed day-to-day operations, handling the logistics of 
importing 700 wine labels from all over the world for consumers in Chicago. 
Maintained accounts receivable/payable and inventory using QuickBooks.

Account Manager - Alarm Press
Developed new business and generated advertising to ensure the success of the 
publication. Conducted editorial research  and led interviews to develop content 
that inspired innovative design. 

Media Manager - Institute of Food Technologists
Handled public relations for this association of food science professionals to 
increase visibility of the organization and the work of its members. Drafted and 
distributed newsletters and press releases to global news outlets to raise 
awareness of the brand. 

Conducted user research, competitive analysis, affinity mapping and 
surveys for domain research.
Built platform information architecture, designed low and  mid-fidelity 
wireframes, conducted multiple rounds of user testing with prototypes 
while iterating and improving upon the concepts and designs.

Collaborate with business stakeholders, architects and developers to 
understand requirements and current technical capabilities in order to 
design an improved user experience that exceeds their customer's needs.

Conduct strategic field research, user interviews, competitive analysis and 
usability testing to ensure our team is making informed and scalable design 
decisions throughout the agile software development process.

Build prototypes for conceptual testing and produce high-fidelity UI design 
utilizing design systems for our clients applications.

Updated our program's UX design process to increase visual consistency 
across each feature development team.

Synthesized research to created task flows, user personas and wireframes 
based on qualitative data. 

2012-16

2011-12

2009-11

Chicago, IL

Chicago, IL

Chicago, IL

After Effects
Axure
InVision
Illustrator
Photoshop
Proto.io
Sketch
Zeplin

EDUCATION

EMILY SCHLEIER
UX/UI Designer

emilyschleier@gmail.com

emilyschleier.com

319.795.2117


